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FACIAL TREATMENTS

ELEMIS PRO-COLLAGEN AGE DEFY
60 Minutes

€100

Tackles fine lines and wrinkles with the clinically proven age defying
benefits of marine charged Padina Pavonica and Red Coral. Targeted
massage encourages optimum cellular function for nourished, younger
skin.

ELEMIS SUPERFOOD PRO-RADIANCE
60 Minutes

€100

A nutritional boost, rich in super foods and essential minerals designed
to pack stressed dull skin with energising detoxifying actives. Clinically
proven* to leave skin plumper, radiant and lit up with good health.

ELEMIS DYNAMIC RESURFACING PRECISION PEEL
60 Minutes

€100

Clinically proven * to target the signs of ageing and uneven skin tone,
this pioneering precision treatment uses layers of enzymes for powerful
exfoliation and renewal. A fresh start for younger looking skin.
(PATCH TEST 20 MINUTES PRE-TREATMENT)

ELEMIS PRO-DEFINITION LIFT & CONTOUR
60 Minutes

€100

Powered by breakthrough technology, this facial helps restore the
architecture of the face using the potent nutrients in plant actives
found to help support the extra-cellular matrix. Creates a profoundly
sculpted youthful effect.

MARINE DISCOVERY EXPRESS FACIAL
30 Minutes

€55

This facial treatment includes cleansing and exfoliation using products
specifically selected by your therapist to best suit your skin condition
and tone

ELEMIS EXPRESS FACIAL
30 Minutes

This facial treatment includes cleansing and exfoliation using Elemis
products.

€60

MASSAGE TREATMENTS

FULL BODY HOT STONE MASSAGE
70 Minutes

€95

A deeply relaxing massage combining traditional techniques with the
use of heated water stones and warm oils.

HODSON BAY PRELUDE MASSAGE
50 Minutes

€75

A soothing and comforting full body massage including the feet and
hands, utilising the benefits of Swedish massage movements.

HODSON BAY MUSCLE RELEASE MASSAGE
55 Minutes

€85

A full body massage using intensive deep tissue techniques to work on
stiff, fatigued muscles and joints.

BACK, NECK & SHOULDERS
25 Minutes
35 Minutes with hot stones

€50
€65

Your body and mind will be soothed by oils best suited to your needs
whilst eastern and western massage techniques combine to ease
tensions.

GOLFER’S TONIC
55 Minutes

Hot towels are applied to totally relax the shoulders, back and neck,
which are then massaged to ease tired muscles and alleviate stress.
The treatment is completed with a warm oil leg massage. The perfect
end to a day on the golf course.

€80

HOLISTIC TREATMENTS

ORIENTAL HEAD MASSAGE
40 Minutes

€60

An incredibly relaxing massage of the head, upper back, neck and
shoulders

REFLEXOLOGY
50 Minutes

€75

Reflexology is a healing art of ancient origin techniques that uses
pressure point massage on the feet encouraging the body to work
naturally to restore its own healthy balance.

REIKI

€85

60 Minutes

The boundless energy that is said to flow through and around all
living things is channelled from the giver to the receiver during a Reiki
session. The realignment of the flow of energy brings the body back
into physical, spiritual and emotional harmony and increases vitality
and energy.

MOTHER-TO-BE TREATMENT
SOOTHING LEG & FOOT TREATMENT
25 Minutes

€50

A comforting foot soak commences your relaxation followed by lower
leg and foot exfoliation with gentle massage movements and an
application of a cooling leg gel. This treatment is also
suitable for those with leg fatigue.

PEACEFUL PREGNANCY MASSAGE
60 Minutes

Relieves tension in the upper back and alleviates swelling in the hands
and feet. This treatment includes a light facial to cleanse and moisturise
with a gentle scalp massage. Suitable from 12weeks onwards

€95
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